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CHAPTER I
IHTHOHUCTIOH
The chief aim of this study is to show the relation, if
any, between the Babylonian Code of laws set forth by Ham-
murabi and the law of the Hebrews as found in the so called
Code of the Covenant.
It is necessary, in order that we may show all possible
points of contact, that we should acknowledge that the
national leaders under both Hammurabi and the Hebrew tribes
may have come from the same family stock. Also we must
study carefully the possible influence that Babylonia may
have had upon the Canaanites prior to the entrance of the
Israelites and to what extent these Canaanites influenced
the Israelites in turn.
Naturally, in order even to state that the codes are
in any way related, we shall find it necessary to study both
codes for content, thought, likenesses and differences in
relation to each other. The most scholarly way would be to
compare the codes in the most original forms possible; how-
ever, the present writer has no independent knowledge of
either Assyrian or Hebrew. Therefore three translations
of the Code of Hammurabi have been compared and in most cases
have been found in agreement. The three translations are
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those by Robert P. Harper, C. H. W. Johns, and Daniel D,
Luckenbill, which was carefully edited and amended by Edward
Ghiera. The first two translations have been described as
"indispensable for English readers" and the latter as the
"best and most effective work." Throughout this study the
latter translation will be used. As regards the Code of the
Covenant, the critical standpoint has been accepted and the
Mosaic origin theory abandoned. The edition of the Bible
used will be the American Revised,
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chapt?:h II
THE CODE OE HAI.n.THHABI
The main body of the system of laws which we now know
as the Code of Hammurabi was discovered in December 1901 and
January 1902.
Erench excavators, working under the superintendence of
J. de Morgan at the Acropolis of Susa, found three enormous
fragments of a stone of black diorite which when fitted to-
gether formed a stela nearly eight feet high (2.25 metres
high and tapering from 1.90 to 1.65 metres).^ At the upper
end of the front side was a sculptured bas-relief represent-
ing King Hammurabi receiving the laws, with which the rest
of the stela is covered, from the seated sun-god Shamash.
Below this scene begins the laws, written in Semitic
Babylonian or so called Akkadian, and arranged in narrow
parallel columns like a modern newspaper. On the front side
of the stela we find that there are sixteen columns that
are still preserved and traces of five more columns that show
j
signs of having been intentionally erased. On the reverse
side are twenty-eight columns which are in excellent condi-
tion except for some natural blemishes in the stone. "The
1 Johns, ?3HP, 1
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whole inscription may therefore he estimated to have con-
tained forty-nine columns, four thousand lines, and about
p
eight thousand words.”
It is interesting to note that the existence of such a
code of laws was posited by several scholars prior to the
discovery of the stela. Fragments of copies of the judg-
ments of Hammurabi were found much earlier than the code it-
self in the library of Ashurbanipal
,
king of Assyria, 668-
626 B. G. ”The first fragments brought to light were found
in the British Museum and published by Dr. Bruno Meissner,
y/hen he later published some old Babylonian Private Laws,
he recognized that the Assyrian scribes had copied from some
document or documents in the old Babylonian period. Meiss-
ner’s texts were carefully reviewed and retranslated by
Professor Delitsch, who definitely applied to them the name
Code of Hammurabi, a deduction which was splendidly veri-
fied in a few months by Morgan's discovery." The fragments
however, were to serve yet another purpose. 7/hen Professor
Scheil continued his work on the code, he recognized certain
sections of Meissner's copies as being a part of the orig-
inal code. He then proceeded to show that through these
like passages, he was able to use the remaining passages as
14
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some assistance in the restoration of the five col-omns which
the Elamites had chiseled off the stela.
Nor need we base our belief, that the code had a wide
circulation, entirely on the copies found in the library of
Ashurbanipal . Another fragment was found at Susa that did
not belong to the monument but which continued a text cor-
responding to Column 41, laws 72-30, and this led to the
conclusion that another copy of the famous code existed in
Susa. Also at least one fragment of a contemporary copy
written on clay was found at Nippur. "There are many reasons
for believing that this Code of Laws was published in many
places
.
In order to better understand the content of the code
itself, perhaps we might be wise to first look at the en-
vironment out of which it grew. The date of the code is
given in the Code itself; if we look carefully we discover
that the code came into existence after the fortieth year
of the reign of the great king Hammurabi, sixth king of the
Hirst Dynasty of Babylon. But as to what the exact date was
we can not be sure. S. A. Cook, C. H. 'V. Johns, King, and
others would tell us that Hammurabi ascended the throne
about 2285 B. C. However, as Cook himself says, "but As-
syriologists are not unanimous, and the date in question
I Rogers, C?, 396-597.
^ Harper, CEIiB, xi.
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ranges from 2394 (Oppert) to 1947 fBommel).”^ About the
nearest that we can came to exact date is to say with Dr.
Pfeiffer that Hammurabi ruled about the year 2000 B. C.
It was about one hundred years earlier than the reign
of Hammurabi that the Amorites seized Babylon. The earliest
Amorite kings of Babylon were unable, however, to conquer
all of Sujner and Akkad, and the struggle against the Elamites
coming in from the east dragged on v/ithout a decisive vic-
tory. ’’Eollowing a century of such warfare, there came to
the throne a king named Hammurapi . . . Hammurapi at once
took up the war against the invading Elamites with great
vigor. Eor over thirty years he fought them, before he
was able to drive them back into the eastern mountains from
which they had come. Then Hammurapi made his city of Baby-
lon for the first time supreme throughout the ancient
7Babylonian Plain."
Hammurabi lived the next twelve years of his life in
comparative peace and it was during this twelve years that
he carried on a series of public works of the highest im-
portance. He furnished southern Babylonia v/ith abundant
water for its agriculture by means of a system of canals;
he united Sippar with the Euphrates by another canal and
S Cook, LOM, 17.
^ Breasted, AT, 169.

thus gave the city the advantage of river commerce; he or-
ganized a great maintenance system for the canals so that
they might not hecome choked with undergrowth due to the
semi-tropical climate; he erected in Babylon itself a great
granary for the storing of wheat against years of famine;
ghe also rebuilt the walls of defense about Sippar.
However, Hammurabi's works of improvement were not con
fined to Sippar and Babylon. As he extended the borders of
his realm and his authority grew, he introduced the same
enlightening methods; he rebuilt the temples of the gods
in the various cities; he managed to bring together the
scattered principalities and formed from them a single and
organic kingdom, with its metropolis at Babylon. Of course
"Hammurabi was not the first king of Babylonia to form a
great empire out of scattered elements. lugal-zaggisi and
Sargon I had already made this achievement, and it is not
unlikely that their empires considerably exceeded that of
Hammurabi in extent, Hammurabi's work, however, is distin-
guished from theirs by its permanence. '/IThilst Tsban and
Agade soon sank back into comparative obscurity, Babylon
remained the chief town of the kingdom throughout the whole
9
course of its history."
® Rogers, CP, S46.
^ Cheyne and Black, EB, I, 445.
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It is interesting to the Old Testament student, espec-
ially, to note that the Hebrew people also tried to attribute
their first great man, Father Abraham, to this period,
Hammurabi has frequently been identified with .imraphel, king
of Shinar, mentioned in the fourteenth chapter of Genesis,
and today it is '’conceded by practically all technical
scholars that he (Hammurabi) is the self-same person as
/unraphel.”^^ "However, in all justice to Hammurabi, it is
extremely unlikely that Abraham with his few retainers (some
318 in number) could ever have defeated Hammurabi’s army.”^^
Hammurabi’s numerous letters and dispatches show how
carefully he established justice and maintained the ri^t
in even the smallest affairs of everyday life. This justice
was maintained by a series of courts with a final appeal to
the king. Under previous kings the priest had the ri^t of
judicial decision, and it is only during the First Dynasty
that we find civil courts with secular judges in full power.
Under Hammurabi’s rule both the priestly and civil juris-
diction held good, but it is obvious that the ecclesiastical
courts were on the way out. In a close study of the period
we can actually see this transformation taking place. "The
alteration was perhaps due to a change in the character of
10 Mercer, HSHH, 5.
11 Pfeiffer, Class Lecture, "Oriental Backgrounds.”
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the kingdom: the king does not now represent himself as a
god, like Naram-Sin and Dungi, for instance, hut calls himself
merely 'the favourite of the gods' and their representative,'^
Another institution of which we have a good picture at
the time Hamraurahi ascended the throne is the temple. The
temple was a most important factor in Babylonian city life.
The god, in theory at least, owned all the land, and every
13land holder paid a tribute or rent to the city-god. These
temples were also great granaries and store-houses and the
archives of the city as well. The temples also had certain
responsibilities that they had to fulfill. If a citizen was
captured by the enemy and could not ransom himself, the tem-
ple of his city must do so. "To the temple came the poor
farmer to borrow seed corn or supplies for harvesters, etc.
—
advances which he repaid v»rithout interest. The king's power
over the temple was not proprietary but administrative. He
might borrow from it but repaid like other borrowers. The
tithe seems to have been the composition for the rent due to
the god for his land. It is not clear that all lands paid
j
I
tithe, perhaps only such as once had a special connexion
1 4
with the temple."
1
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Bury et als: GAH, I, 511.
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Hastings, ERE, VII, 819. I
14 Ency. Brit., Ill, 117.
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The fragments which we have of the king's correspondence
point definitely to the fact that there were many accepted
laws prior to the formation of the Code. 7/e find abundant
evidence of rulings on commercial matters, "such as the dis-
posal of estates and other property by sale or exchange, or
their assignment by hire, lease or hypothec, the laws of de-
posit and warehousing, commands or commission, agency,
security, pledge, warranty, the laws of partnership, rules
as to debt and interest, loans with or without security, the
family laws relating to marriage, divorce, adoption, inher-
itance, maintenance, etc., and many other points were made
with great clearness, yet much remained obscure. It is
extremely likely that the great king finally saw how neces-
sary it was to bring into uniformity all the various and
sometimes conflicting laws and business customs of the land.
Hammurabi, therefore, collected all the older written
laws and usages of business and social life, many of which
go back to the old Sumerian times. These he arranged sys-
tematically. Many of the laws he improved and added new
laws where his judgment deemed wise, and then he combined
them into a great code which is the Code we now are study-
ing. That the laws of the code are not the original
Johns, RBH?, 4.
16 Breasted, AT, 171-17E.
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creation of Eammura'b i and his lawmakers is evident j’or
example, law number seven of the Code appears almost verba-
tim on a tablet of lipit-Ishtar
,
fifth king of the dynasty
of Isin, and there are a number of other laws that are little
more than translations of earlier Sumerian laws into Baby-
lonian. There are also inconsistencies within the code that
would point to an incomplete syncretism of variant codes.
"Bor example, the penalty for theft in
.r? is death (so also
in #6 for stealing something and selling it), but in #8 it
is merely several fold restitution, and death only if the
thief has nothing herewith to make restitution* This and
other inconsistencies in the code, Koschaker could explain
as due to interpolations but however they got into the code
17they represent different periods of legislation."
Perhaps it might be well before proceeding further in
out study to give a slight analysis of the content of the
Code. Dr. R. H. Pfeiffer in his fine analysis^® of the Code
follows in the main the analysis of Professor Lyons who
contended that the laws were groups under two heads; Pro-
perty (6-126) and Persons (127-282). following Dr. Pfeiffer's
I
main divisions we may say that the Code is divided somewhat
as follows:
I’J' Meek, HO, 50-51.
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I. The Law of Procedure (1-5)
II. The Law of Property (6-186)
1. The possession of property (6-52)
A. Illegal Possession (6-25)
B. Legal Possession (26-52)
2. Ownership of Property (53-65 ff)
3. Acquisition of Property (100-126)
III. The Law of Persons (127-282)
1. The Family (127-193)
A. Marriage (127-161)
B. Inheritance (162-184)
C. Adoption (185-193)
2. Liability (194-282)
A. Liability arising from Tort (194-227)
B. Liability arising from Contract (228-282)
We realize, of course, that this is but the mere skeleton
upon which the Code was built, but it does serve to show us
the thoroughness with which the king tried to cover the whole
field of the life of the day.^^
It is obvious that this code is decidedly advanced for
its day. There is full protection for the weak, the widows
and the orphans; wrongs must be redressed at law; and women
For a more comprehensive outline, the reader is referred
to Dr. Pfeiffer's article mentioned in footnote 18,
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are placed in a position of freedom and independence of their
husbands such as they have gained only in recent times.
However, one of the first things that strikes the reader is
the severity of the punishments. A study of the contracts
and letters of this period would not lead one to think that
such punishments were in use. A few of these particular
penalties inflicted by the Code, Vlfhich appear to be all out
of proportion to the offense, are death by fire for a temple
votary who opens a beer shop or even enters one, death by
drowning for a beer-seller for some malpractice in selling
beer, and impalement for a wife who procures her husband's
death. The Cambridge Ancient History offers the following
interesting solution of this problem: "The fact is most
probable that these ancient laws, preserved by a naturally
conservative race who adopted them from their Sume/rian in-
ventors, were never repealed; the antiquated and severe
penalties doubtless put into force in early times, merely
represented to the First Dynasty the maximum penalties which
the state could inflict.
S. A. Cook also has an interesting reason for the
severity of the first two punishments mentioned above. In
the first place the taverns then, as today, were the meeting
Bury et al;- CAE, I, 517.
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place of riotous assemlDlies and of disorderly conduct. All
the tavern keeper had to do was to call in the palace-guard
to protect the mass of the people and v/hy shouldn't she or
he pay a heavy fine for not protecting the general welfare?
In the second place we know that in post-Bihlical times the
brothel and the tavern were practically synonymous. "The
Babylonian wine-shop was probably a similar institution, on
which account the votary, owing to her sacred office, was
naturally prohibited from associating with the frequenters of
such houses of ill-fame.
"The importance of status is a well-known characteristic
of certain ancient Codes, and is often commented upon as a
22feature of special interest." Hammurabi's Code makes pro-
vision for three orders or classes of individuals—the amelu
or noble, the mushkinn or plebian, and the wardu or slave.
It is difficult to determine exactly the meaning of each of
these terms. However, in the general, one can state the
following. The amelu formed the predominate class. The
mushkinn were the laborers, workmen, merchants, school mas-
ters and even the beggars. This group was not allowed to
carry arms and they were entirely under the dominion of the
nobles. We are safe in saying that the mushkinn was inferior
Cook, LOM, 150.
Johns, ilBH?, 7.
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to the amelu hut better off than the slave. The wardu was
often spoken of as "a head” just as if he were an animal and
was constantly being pledged or sold.
It is curious to see that when it came to punishments
for the two upper classes that the punishments of the ame lu
were more severe than those of the mushkinn . Difference of
race or, perhaps, noblesse oblige may have been at the base
of it. The mushkinn was punished in a less primitive and
ferocious manner than the araelu, frequently being simply
fined; where the noble was dealt with eye for eye and tooth
for tooth, the plebian was merely mulcted in damages.
This ”eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth” punishment
is in keeping with the ruling principle of the criminal law,
namely, the lex talionis . There is a sort of a symbolic re-
taliation in the punishment of the offending member, ”seen
in the cutting off the hand that struck a father or stole
a trust; in cutting off the breast of a wet nurse who sub-
stituted a changeling for the child entrusted to her; in
24the loss of the tongue that denied father or mother.” In
much the same tempo is the law demanding a surgeon's hand
that caused the loss of life or limb; or the brander's hand
that obliterated a slave's identification mark so that his
Bury et als; Ci\E, I, 519
24 Sncy. Brit., Ill, 120.
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master would lose him.
"The Code of Hammurahi is quite in touch with early
Semitic custom when, under certain circumstances where in-
dependent evidence is not available, it lays down that a
man must appear ’before Cod’, or undergo an ordeal. The
Code does recognize the power of the oath, especially where
guilt turned on intention. ?or instance, a man who struck
a fatal blow could purge himself of murderous intent by
oath. In a deeply religious community, as we have every
reason to believe Hammurabi’s was from his letters and con-
tracts, fear of divine wrath constituted a strong security
against the violation of an oath. vVe also know that it was
customary then, as today, to place the witnesses as well as
the interested parties under oath. In a very similar pro-
cedure a man was also able to clear himself of a false charge
(Nos. 20, 103, 249, 31, 106, 266.) Likewise we have the two
instances where the man who has wounded another or the
brander who has made an indelible mark upon a slave, may
swear that the act was done unwittingly.
Of course, a great part of the Code deals with matters
which primarily concern the state of society in Babylonia
in Hammurabi's day. A great deal of this was so unlike the
25 Cook, LOI'I, 60.
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state of society in Palestine at the time of the Code of the
Covenant that if we are to confine our study within reasonable
limits, we must set these laws aside.
In closing this section we may say, however, that the
Code did not aim at legislating for everything that could
possibly happen. There are certain topics, such as delib-
erate premeditated murder, which the Code completely ignores
and evidently leaves entirely to well-established custom.
’’The Code is a digest of customary law, a set of confirmed
and enacted precedents. It is not properly a Code in the
sense of the fully systematized Code civile of France, or
pc
the German Burgerliches Gesetzbuch .'^ °
Johns, PBEP, 14.
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CHAPTER III
THE COVENAHT CODE
The Covenant Code is without doubt the oldest complete
code of laws of the Hebrew people. The code is divided into
two parts, namely Exodus 34:17-26, and a more extended form.
Exodus 20:23-23:33. The title is given to the section by
Exodus 24:7, ”a verse that is manifestly redactional and post-
exilic. We may surmise that this verse, and indeed the whole
account of the ratification of these laws (24:3-8), were in-
serted here very shortly after the code of laws was placed in
its present context.”^
The Covenant Code is one of the sets of Hebrew legisla-
tion that for centuries were attributed to the mind and hand
of Moses himself. Modern scholars, however, have been forced
to give up this view because of the overwhelming evidence
that can be brought against it. Today most scholars would
agree that the next oldest Code, and the one most closely re-
lated to the Code of the Covenant, is the Code in Deuteronomy
12-26; and latest of all, the laws contained in the books of
Leviticus and Numbers. ”A careful comparison of these codes,
in their general features and in detail, will provide
1 Pfeiffer, TBC
,
99.
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convincing evidence that they have not all come from one hand,
nor are they the product of one age. Sven in the collection
before us (Covenant Code), are found some laws suitable only i
to an agricultural people in a settled and cultivated land,
and having no value for the people under Moses in the tent
life of the wilderness (Cf. E2:5-8 and E3:10-16). The strong
probability is that to the laws left by Moses were added from
time to time laws made by other judges, or decisions of the
courts in famous cases, all of which were grouped together
here in a code which fairly represents the ordered life of
p
the people in the period of the judges and early monarchy.”
Bewer would go even further in narrowing the space of
time within which the Code of the Covenant was written. His
argument, though weak, is interesting: ”In view of Solomon’s
interest in all phases of civilization, it is not venture-
some to ascribe to him, the wise judge, the suggestion or
rz
command of the codification of the existing laws.” Hor the
most part, however, the scholars would ask for a wider scope
of time. Most of them agree that there is a possibility that
Exodus 34:17-E6 is part of the J. document and that Exodus
E0:E3-23:33 is from the E. document and that even these state-
I
ments were drawn from older documents that were already in I
^
Eiselen et als : ABC, E&9.
^ Bewer, LOT, 3E.
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existence. Again some of the scholars would contend that
Exodus 20:23-83:33 did not exist in its present form until it
4
was first incorporated by J E . In the same vein of thought
Driver continues the argument by saying: ”The main body of
the 'judgments' 21:1-22:17, seems to have undergone no alter-
ation of form; but in the following parts of the section most
critics are of the opinion that slight parenthetic additions
5have been made by the compiler."
Dr. Pfeiffer, however, refuses to be orthodox enough to
sanction such a definite placing of the time. He says: "In
its extant form, as part of the final edition of the Penta-
teuch published about 400 3. C., the Covenant Code is ob-
viously not all of one piece: its miscellaneous contents
and the confused structure of the whole betray by unmistak-
able signs the traces of successive editorial additions over
g
a period of more than half a millennium." He continues his
argument by further stating that only the ritual decalogue
and the civil legislation are sufficiently early to have
appeared in the first edition of J or E. Then he remarks
that even they must have been separated again before 650 B. C.
and never united again until the final edition of the Book of
^
Cheyne and Black, EB, III, 2734.
^ Driver, LOT, 36.
6 Pfeiffer, TBC
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the Covenant, because the author of Deuteronomy 5, in his
restatement of Exodus 19-24, does not mention the material of
the Covenant Code. ”He (the writer of the Deuteronomic re-
vision) passed from Exodus 20:21 to Exodus 24:1 without the
slightest allusion to the intervening material; as a matter
of fact Exodus 24:1 seems to be the natural sequel of 20:21.”’^
Inasmuch as Dr. Pfeiffer has thus dismissed the study of
other scholars on the subject, it falls to his lot to produce
a suitable substitute. The following set of quotations does
this in a short space: ’’Exodus 22:27-30 and 23:10-19 contain
the earliest extant edition of an ancient ritual decalogue;
after removing the later material and restoring the law of
the sacrifice of the first-born (22:28b-29b) to what appears
to have been its original position, we obtain a decalogue,
the first half of which contains instructions for the cele-
bration of the festivals and the second for presentations of
offerings and sacrifices. . . . This decalogue, dating from
early periods of the Israelites in Canaan and presumably of
Canaanitish origin, was variously edited and supplemented
Q
until it ultimately grew to the book of the Covenant.” Dr.
Pfeiffer would set this origin between 1200 B. C. and lOOOB. C
’’Soon after the Israelites appropriated it, and certainly not
Q Pfeiffer, TBC, 109,
^ Ibid, 102-103.
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later than 800 B. C., it was supplemented with some other
prescriptions of a ritual character: 20:24”26 and 23:10-
11a. "This ritual collection was published, with minor re-
touches and with the addition of the bulk of the humanitarian
prescriptions, about the year 650 B. G."^^ Added to this is
the knowledge that Exodus 34:12-16 dates about 550 B. C. and
also at that time "the editor of 550 B. 0. provided an intro-
duction (20:22f.) and presumably a conclusion (23:20-33. )
"The final edition of the Book of the Covenant can be dated
roughly about 450 B. C. Its chief interest lies in the addi-
tion of the ancient code of civil legislation (21:2-22:16 with
the introduction 21:1 and the supplement 22:17-19)."^^ Dr.
Pfeiffer, therefore, comes to the conclusion that the redactor
who inserted the Covenant Code in its present context was also
its compiler.
Aabbi Morgenstern, in the main, would also agree with
Dr. Pfeiffer in believing that the Code as we know it was the
result of many editings. However, he feels that the nucleus
of the Covenant, "the small narrative plus the ’words' was
composed in the Northern ITingdom in 842 B. G. and constituted
the basis of the religious reformation of :-]lisha, supported
by Jehu and the Hechabites, under their leader Jonadab ben
^
Pfeiffer, TBC, 104.
Ibid, 104.
Ibid, 105.
12 Ibid, 106.
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Rechab,”^^ And then after tracing the development of the
Code he comes to the following conclusion: "We must conclude
therefore, that the legalistic section of the Book of the
Covenant, Exodus 20:S3-E3:19, is the result of a steady pro-
cess of accretion and editorial expansion extending over a
period of three hundred and fifty or more years, from 842 B.C.
14
until well into the post-exilic period."
Since Baentsch's work in the field, most scholars have
agreed that the Book of the Covenant is not a literary unit,
but is composed of two distinct strata. The scholars would
divide these into the "words”. Exodus 20:23-26; 22:27-30 and
23:10-19, coupled with a brief narrative setting, 24:3-8 and
the other consisting of the "judgments" 21:1-22:26 and 23:1-
9.^^ Of what remains. Exodus 23:20-33, Driver follows 'Vell-
hansen in considering it an annexed " promise in ease of
obedience” and which "imparts to the preceding law-book the
1
6
character of a "covenant."
Thus we find that the "words" cover the ordering of wor-
ship and other religious observances. The "judgments", on
the other hand, are concerned with the rights of slaves and
strangers, kindness to the widow, the orphan, and the poor,
Morgenstern, BG
,
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,
V, 138.
Morgenstern, BO, VII, 3l.
15 Siselen et al: ABC, 272.
16 Driver, LOT, 35.
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and even to an enemy, and the impartial administration of
justice (21:2-11; 22:21-27; 23:1-9) and secondly with the
penalties for crime against life and property, and other of-
fenses (21:12-36; 22:1-19).^’^ Llorgenstern, however, feels
that not all of the ’’judgments” are actually "judgments”;
’’rather, the original group of ’judgments’ has been supple-
mented by a considerable number of other laws, some of them
of a peculiar and quite distinctive form, and in large part
Deuteronomic in content and spirit and of editorial charac-
ter
The pentad structure of the Book of the Covenant is also
worthy of our attention. Professor I. C, Jordan in the
Abingdon Bible Commentary observes that in very early times
rules were arranged in short lists of fives and tens to aid
retention by memory. ’’Later longer codes grew out of these
and were absorbed into still larger collections. The Book
of the Covenant is the earliest of these. Our study re-
veals that the Covenant Code is arranged in five decalogues,
each of w);iich falls into two pentads. These five decalogues
in short are:
1. Exodus 21:1-11, laws regarding male and female slaves;
Eiselen et al:. . ABC, 269.
Llorgenstern, BC
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8. Exodus 21:18-87, laws concerning personal injuries;
3. Exodus 21:28-22:4, laws regarding injuries by oxen;
4. Exodus 22:5-15, cases of arson and breach of trust.
5. In this last decalogue as found in Exodus, we find
that we are short the first pentad. J. M. ?. Smith makes the
suggestion, however, that this pentad ’’is preserved, however,
in Deuteronomy, the later expansion and revision of the
Covenant Code. The Code is concerned with sins against the
family in its first pentad (Deuteronomy 22:13-19) and in the
20
second pentad with some sexual offenses (Exodus 22:16-19)."
y/aterman would* say that this absence of pentad structure in
the last pentad "implies either a later external imitation,
at a time when, owing to a long period of the written word,
the pentad form had been lost sight of, or it may indicate
later substitutions and transpositions that have obliterated
the pentad structure."
The principle of Lex Talionis is again the dominant note
of criminal punishment in the Code of the Covenant. It is
unquestionably true that in ancient Israel, as among other
Semitic peoples, the law found its roots in the institution
of blood revenge, and "must have survived in axiomatic form
Smith, OHHL, 17.
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as a relic of an earlier, only half outgrown stage of nomadic l
culture, and must have had varying application to legal ques-
tions and situations . It is interesting to notice here als
another passage by Llorgenstern which shows a close resemblance
to a remark passed about the severity of punishments in the
previous chapter. He says, ’’This law, if such it may really
be called, seems to have been current in ancient Israel as a
kind of legal maxim or axiom, expressing the fundamental
23principle of justice between individuals.” Hor are we any
longer justified in thinking that this principle had any ex-
pression in the code until a late date. To quote again from
Morgenstern 's great work, "Accordingly the conclusion seems
warranted and unavoidable that in none of the three Biblical
passages in which it occurs is the lex talionis original, but
is in every case the result of late, and probably in every
case post-exilic glossation or editorial reinterpretation and
expansion.
Above we have stated that the ancient ritual decalogue
was most likely borrowed from the Ganaanites. Our task here
is to prove our statement, if possible. We know that the
Morgenstern, BG, VII, 83.
23 Ibid, 82.
24 Ibid, 81.

Israelites adopted much of the Canaanite religion and made of
it and their own Sinai religion, the basis of their new
2 S
religious practice in the land of Canaan. With this in mind
’’it is natural to suppose that this decalogue (which contained
nothing specifically Israelitish in its original form) is of
Ganaanitish origin. However, we need not confine our be-
lief of Ganaanitish influence to the one short decalogue. We
also know that the Hebrev;s entered Canaan as a nomadic horde
and learned agriculture from the rural Canaanites; they gained
control of the walled towns, without being able to reduce the
Canaanites by force. Is it possible to think of them doing
all that unless they had incorporated a considerable body of
the Canaanite law? We can not maintain such a theory "without
making the Canaanites, or the Israelites, or' both, utterly
lawless people, a very improbable assumption." Morgenstern
I
would trace this cultural intermingling still further as the
cause of the formation of the laws of the Code. "Gradually
new customs and institutions evolved, largely the outgrowth
of this cultural syncretism, the kingship, the beginnings of
commercial life, the drift of population towards the cities,
Leslie, OTR, 231-235.
26 Pfeiffer, TPC, 103-104.
Waterman, ?LBC, 36.
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the development of new legal forms and institutions to con-
form to the changing life and evolving, progressive cultural
point of view, the expanding authority of professional judges
with consequent diminution of the authority of the court of
the elders, and the steady development of an organized legal
code. In this way undoubtedly the misoat im evolved in
Israel."^®
28 Morgenstern, BC,.7IT, 247.
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CHAPTER IV
COVSNAITT CODE DEPETTDENT UPON CODE OP HAIffilURABI
As long ago as June, 1903, Professor C, Johnston, in the
Johns Hopkins University Circular made the following clear
statement of the relation of the two codes. "The Babylonian
and Mosaic Codes are conceived in the same literary form;
they contain a considerable ntunber of practically identical
laws; they present not a few cases of actual verbal agreement,
and both are designed for the regulation of a civilized com-
munity. The parallels are too close to be explained upon a
somewhat vague theory of common tradition. ... It has been
shown that, in Palestine, Israel learned and appropriated the
ancient Babylonian myths. Nhy should they not learn Baby-
lonian law as well? . . . The foundation of the Babylonian
law was the Code of Hammurabi, and thus the enactments of the
old Babylonian king, formulated about 3. C, 2250, passed more
than a thousand years later into the Book of the Covenant, and
so became the heritage of Israel and the world.
In the Schweich Lectures of 1912, C. H. Vf. Johns gave a
more exact statement of the same thing when he said, "It has
been calculated that out of forty-five, or possibly fifty-
1 Hastings, DOB, 610-511
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five judgments preserved in this old Hebrew law fi.e. the Code
of the Covenant), thirty-five have points of contact with the
2Hammurabi Code, and quite half are parallel.” In a vein that
is much more conservative but fully as rich, Sellin, in re-
marking of the likeness of the Code of Hammurabi
,
the Hittite
Laws and the Code of the Covenant, says: "The Israelitish
law-giver has not created an entirely new law out of nothing,
but has revised a code of laws which, since the beginning of
the second millennium B. C., was current throughout the whole
of western Asia, in the spirit of the revelation given to his
people, and in so doing has purified and deepened it.”^
As will be remembered, we came to the conclusion in a
former chapter that the Code of the Covenant was originally
written in pentads. Professor D. G. Lyon claims that the
natural division of the Code of Hammurabi is into pentads.
Prankly we must acknowledge that there have been arguments
raised to refute this claim. However "there is great veri-
similitude about Professor Lyon's proposals, and it is a very
striking likeness between the Book of the Covenant and the
Code of Hammurabi that both adopted a division of laws into
groups of five.”^
2 Johns, HBHP, 49.
3 Sellin, lOT, 44.
4 Johns, HBHP, 27.
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vVhile speaking of this pentad structure we may note that
one or more laws in each pentad of the Covenant Code has a
direct parallel in Hammurabi or applies the same principle.
From this one or more laws as a basis the complete pentad is
developed, either as special cases under the first, or by
grouping around it others having the same topic or carrying
the same penalty. "In two cases the same Babylonian basis
furnished the foundation for both related pentads, ’^enever
the Hebrew develops special cases from a law that has a
Babylonian parallel, these have no parallels in Hammurabi
unless the latter develops special cases under the particular
parallel. ’.Thenever the Hebrew laws are not subordinate cases,
Hammurabi parallels appear, except in the last pentad of the
Judgments. The evidence points to the direct dependence of
the pentads both in their form and genesis.'’^
Our study has also revealed another likeness of the codes
We have pointed out that although the Code of Hammurabi was
attributed to Hammurabi and the Covenant Code to Moses that
neither of them could have been sole author of his respective
code. Soares sees in this fact one of the greatest points of
likeness of the two Codes. In speaking of the Code of Ham-
murabi he says; "Three important characteristics of this
^ Waterman, ?LBC
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code aid us in an understanding of the Hebrew law: (1) it is
essentially the great coirnnon law of Babylon developed through
many centuries, so that the people recognized it as their
ancient law; (2) it is founded in religion, the laws are given
by the gods; (3) it is the great king’s attempt to bring the
law up to the level of the best public sentiment. So the
Hebrew codes were never entirely new legislation, but were
always founded on the accepted practice of the past; they de-
rived their highest sanction from Jehovah, who is supremely
concerned with justice; they were always the work of command-
ing personalities from Moses to Ezra, who sought to advance
the morality and religion of the people."
There is a certain similarity in the legal formulation
of both Codes. The Babylonian formula is "when ( summa ) a man”
etc.; in the Book of the Covenant a group of laws are simil-
arly introduced by "when (M)." However, in all fairness we
must admit that when it comes to the subdivisions of the
Covenant Code, there is not a repetition of the introductory
term, "when,” as in the Code of Hammurabi; instead the Hebrew
substitutes "if” (ion). There is one point throughout that
both codes agree on and that is that in both the verb is in
7the third person.
^ Soares, SUB, 29
Cook, LOM, 265.
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Although we can not maintain as great an argument for
agreement in terminology as some scholars have, we do know
that there is some agreement in the technical terms used. In
the Hammurabi Code we find the word awillm
,
’’man”, used in the ^
technical sense of "free man, noble, man of the highest class.
|
I
There is an identical use of the word ish
,
"man”, in the !
Covenant Code in Exodus 21:7, 18, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and the
technical use of the word is as regular as in the Hammurabi
i
I
Code. In Exodus 21:31 appears another technical expression
that is exactly parallel to the Hammurabi Code. In the Cove-
^
nant Code at this point we find ben
,
"son" and bath
,
"daughtei*^
i
which are ellipses for "the son of a man" and "the daughter
|
of a man" and which simply mean "free man” and "free woman."
These expressions are exact parallels of mar awilim and marat
j
awilim which we find used in laws number 203, 207, 209, 251 I
of the Hammurabi Code. "This is a striking similarity that
D
suggests some connection between the codes."
The next section of this chapter shall be devoted to
considering the close parallels found. There are many pas- i
sages that are suggestive but here we shall deal with only
the most obvious; it is likely therefore that the list of
j
I
cases will be shorter than that maintained by some scholars
8 Meek, HO, 54.
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and decidedly longer than that held by others. The cases v/ill
not follow in order of their importance to the agreement but
rather in the order they appear in the Scriptures. Throughout
we shall use the technical term CH to designate the Code of
Hammurabi and 3C to designate the Book of the Covenant.
On our first case we must use our imagination a little.
Is it possible that CH 282 means to imply the same as is meant
by BC in Exodus 21:6? Was the cutting off of the ear or
drilling a hole through it recognized throughout the ancient
world as a sign of eternal servitude? The next parallel, how-
ever, leaves little to the imagination. Barton claims that
OH 195-214 is "strikingly parallel" to Exodus 21:18-27 with
Exodus 21:12-14 prefixed. "The Babylonian code, like the
Hebrew, imposes the death penalty for wilful murder. Both
codes provide that one who is an accidental homicide shall
escape the penalty but they do it in different ways. Kammur-
api provides that the killer may take an oath that he did it
without intent to kill. Exodus 21:13, 14 provides that the
9homicide may find sanctuary at the altar of Cod."
Certainly the parallel is quite obvious and shows that
both codes condemned kidnapping as a capital offense when we
consider Exodus 21:16, "And he that stealeth a man and selleth
9 Barton, AB, 398
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him, or if he he found in his hand, he shall surely he put to
death” in relation to CH 14, ”If a man steal a man’s son who
is a minor, he shall he put to death.”
In like manner, if a man injures another in a fight.
Exodus 21:18, 19 provides that he shall pay for the lost time
and the cost of healing (’’only he shall pay for the loss of
his time, and shall cause him to he thoroughly healed,” 21:19)
while CH 206 states: ”If a man strike (another) man in a
quarrel and wound him, that man shall swear, ’I did not strike
him intentionally, ’ and he shall he responsible for the phy-
sician.” Or again Exodus 21:22 provides for the payment of
a fine for causing a woman to miscarry; this finds a parallel
in CH 209-214 with certain variations due to differences of
classes
.
Exodus 21:23-24 is an exact statement of the Lex Talionis
and certainly a mere reading of CH 195-214 impresses upon the
mind the fact that underlying all of these is the same prin-
ciple of ”a life for a life, an eye for an eye” etc, ”The
details of application are different, hut the principle is
the same.”^^
Exodus 21:28-32 deals with the case of an ox that has
gored someone; CH 250-252 deals with the same case. The main
Barton, 4B, 398
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difference here is in the penalty inflicted. However, the
wording in Exodus 21; £9, ”But if the ox v/as wont to gore in
time past and it hath been testified to its ov/ner, and he hath
not kept it in, hut it hath killed a man or a woman • •
finds an exact parallel in practically identical language with
GH 251 which states, "If a man's ox have been wont to gore
and they have made known to him his faults of goring, and he
have neither cut off his horns nor tied him up, and that ox
gore the son of a man and bring about his death ..." In
fact the authority Barton tells us that :5xodus 21:28-35 covers
at least a portion of the cases of which CH 241-256 treats.
A simple substitution of the word "field" is used by the
Babylonian culture for the word "vineyard", its equivalent
in Hebrew culture, brings out a close parallel between the
laws of BC and CH regarding the punishments due to the shep-
herd who allowed his sheep to eat the fruits of another man's
field. (Exodus 22:5 and CH 57, 58.) Or again, if we keep in
mind that fire was the chief menace to the Hebrew people while
the Babylonians ' fear was of floods from poorly tended dikes
that might mean the washing away of crops and soil, we see a
close parallel between Exodus 22:6— "he that kindled the fire
Barton, AB, 401.
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shall surely make restitution” and OH 53— "the man in whose
dike the break has been made shall restore the grain which he
has damaged.”
iVe will all agree with C. H. Johns that there is a
close parallelism between Exodus 22:7-10 and CH 124-126.^^
The only possible difference betv;een the two is that CH pro-
vides that the man who had received the goods for safe keeping
may be called before a civil court to make sure that he had
not stolen the goods himself while BC provides that he shall
appear "before God” for the same purpose. In all other de-
tails the cases agree.
In the laws governing the case of animals entrusted to
a shepherd the two codes follow the same general plan. In
speaking of these sections. Exodus 22:10-13 and CH 263-267,
Barton remarks, "The same general principles of the limits of
responsibility underlay the two codes in these cases, though
they differ in details.”
There is some discussion as to the final parallel,
namely that of Exodus 22:18 and CH 1, 2. Barton tells us
that this parallel proves that "Magic is banished from Is-
rael; its presence in Babylonia is taken for granted.
Hastings, BOB, 609.
13 Barton, A3, 403.
14 Ibid, 378.
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However the statement of the law would at least imply that
sorcery was rather an unhealthy occupation in Babylonia. ”If
a man charge a man with sorcery, but cannot convict him, he
who is charged with sorcery shall go to the sacred river and
he shall throw himself into the river; if the river overcome
him, his prosecutor shall take to himself his house. If the
river show that man to be innocent and he come forth unharmed,
he that charged him with sorcery shall be put to death.
He who threw himself into the river shall take to himself the
house of his accuser.” It would seem to be much safer just
t 0 say that this law finds a close parallel with variations
in the BC, ”Thou shalt not suffer a sorceress to live."
The parallels would seem of even a closer nature in many
cases if it were not for one thing, that Babylonian society
was of a more complex nature and recognized the three classes,
noble, workingman, and slave, while the Hebrew law requires
only two classes, freeman and slave. But dealing only with
these similarities that we have at hand we can scarcely re-
gard them as wholly accidental. "There must be some connec-
tion between the two codes. As the Babylonian Code was
practically one thousand years older than the Hebrew Code,
the logical conclusion is that the CH influenced the Hebrew
Meek, HO, 63
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Code. As to how powerful this influence must have been,
Johns says: "If any signs of a Babylonian influence can be
made out anywhere now, the presumption is that it was once
enormously powerful. For the whole history of Israel appears
to consist in reformation, a readjusting of old material in
faith and practice to new conditions. The old Babylonian
stuff must have taken a most powerful root to survive at
all."l^
Having proven the possibility that the Israelite law-
givers were influenced by Babylonian models, our next task
is to determine at what period or periods the Israelites
may have been so influenced. The first thing to be kept in
mind is that Hebrew tradition did ascribe the migration of
Abraham from the Ur of the Chaldees to the period during
which Hammurabi v/as formulating his code. Abraham’s tradi-
tional home, Ur, is one of the very cities mentioned in the
prologue to Hanmurab i ’ s Code. "It is by no means unlikely,
therefore, that a copy of the Code was set up in Ur of the
Chaldees . With this in mind, we can hardly doubt that
these laws of Hammurabi were part of the tradition that
Abraham brought with him to his new home in Canaan. "At
Hastings, DOB, 611.
Cook, LOII, 41.
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any rate, they must have served to mould and fix the ideas of
right throughout that great empire (Babylonia under Hammurabi)
and so form the state of society in Canaan when, five hundred
years later, the Hebrews began to dominate the region.”^®
We must also remember that in addition to this the
Code of Hammurabi long continued to form the foundation of
Babylonian law. As we have already noted, the Code reappears
again in the reign of Asurbanipal under the name "the Judgment
of Highteousness which Hammurabi the great king set up.’^ At
a later date we know that the Code became a textbook for
students in Babylonia and its lav;s were divided into chapters.
Is it not logical, therefore, to believe that any Code that
was seemingly so widespread in its use would also influence
the laws of the Canaanites, especially when we take into
consideration the fact that the Canaanites were at so many
times vassals of Babylonia? That the Canaanites, in turn,
handed this influence over to their conquerors, the Hebrews,
we have discussed in part in Chapter III and shall further
trace in our conclusion.
There is also another way in which the two codes may be
related. Some scholars would lead us to believe that all
18 Johns, OCL, v-vi
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likenesses may be traced back to the common family origin of
both peoples. The Hebrews, Babylonians, and Canaanites were
all Semitic people with a common heritage of primitive Bedouin
law. Meek, and many other scholars, state the case of com-
mon early origin as follows: 'iThen one compares the laws that
most closely agree, one will discover at once that in many
instances they have to do with matters that are universally
legislated for by primitive peoples; matters like murder,
kidnapping, theft, incest, adultery, filial impiety, assault
and battery; and most of the penalties attached to these in
both the Hebrew and Babylonian Codes still retain much of
their primitive severity with the lex talionis and blood
revenge prominent in both.”^^ Johns, when taking into con-
sideration the common family stock as an explanation of the
likenesses, states the case more positively: ”’Ve need not
speak of borrowing as an act on the part of the Israelite
legislators. ’That they imposed as their national contribution
was common property with the legislators who imposed part of
it on Babylonian law.”^*^
There is one more question we must answer if we are to
hold for a close relationship between the Codes. By what
19 Meek, HO, 68.
20 Hastings, HOB, V, 611.
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means was the Babylonian Code transplanted to the writers of
the Covenant Code? We must remember that a millennium inter-
vened between the original promulgation of the Hammurabi Code
and the emergence of the Code of the Covenant; nor is there
evidence of any sort available to maintain that the Hammurabi
Code was proclaimed as the law of the land or formally adopted
in Palestine. The most logical answer is, therefore, that
’’the probable method of transplanting the Code was orally
through actual usage in trade and commerce.
To summarize the chapter, we may say that in view of the
numerous similarities, that there must be some connection
between the two codes. However, the connection is not such
as to indicate direct borrowing. ’’Y/hatever borrov/ing there
was came indirectly, either through common inheritance or
through Canaanite influence, or much more likely through
both ways
.
21 Waterman, PLBC
,
46.
22 Meeks, HO, 64.
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CHAPTSH V
COVENANT CODS INDEPENDENT OP CODE OP HALOTRIBI
The argument wages up to the present as to what the word
"independent” denotes in the above statement. The scholars
are divided into two main fields of contention. These con-
tentions are that the Covenant Code is independent of the Code
of Hammurabi: fl) In that there is no relation between the
Codes as such, nor is there any influence exerted by Babylon-
ian law upon the formation of Hebrew law at any time; (2) In
that the borrowing was indirect and the Covenant Code was not
a slavish copy of the Code of Hammurabi.
e
The first argument immediately above is hold by such
eminent scholars as Habbi Julian Morgenstern. He very de-
cidedly limits the number of similarities between the codes
and then says "and what affinities do exist between the
Biblical law and the laws of the various Old Oriental codes
must be explained therefore primarily upon the unqtiestionably
correct assumption of both a common cultural origin and evo-
lution, as well as of a common racial origin for the various
Semitic peoples at least. Morgenstern would also point out
that the basic principles of right and justice are much the
^ Morgenstern, BC, VII, 246.
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same the world over. To this he adds that the Assyrians,
Babylonians, Hittites and Israelites lived under much the same
economic conditions, and therefore the same legal problems
are bound to present themselves to Hebrews and Babylonians
and find practically identical solutions among them.
In answer to this argument of absolute independence, we
are well aware that any statement that both laws were drawn
from common Semitic stock '’calls for overwhelming proof that
there was any source of civilization powerful enough to have
2
this influence in both Israel and Babylonia.” Such proof is
not as yet available and probably will never be found. In
addition we know that Babylonia and Canaan were not on the
same economic order. The internal evidence of the two codes
would point to a mighty difference; some of the most out-
standing differences due to economic factors will be pointed
out in this chapter. Furthermore, it is an insult to the
Hebrew lawgivers’ intelligence to think that when a certain
situation arose that had been met by the Babylonians some
five hundred or more years before, the Hebrew lawgiver made
no attempt to ascertain the Babylonians' solution, or at
least consult it, but independently concocted a fresh law.
^ Hastings, DOB, V, 612.
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A-lso, the nuraher of times the Hebrew lawgiver hit upon exactly
the same solution far exceeds the mathematical probability of
the law of chance in such a hit - miss game. Therefore, we
are well justified in considering that the absolute indepen-
dence of the Code of Hammurabi from the Covenant Code is
highly improbable.
The second argument above has been held in varying de-
grees by most of the scholars; most notable among these
scholars are C. H. W. Johns and S. A. Cook. Johns tells us
that we may state that Israelite legislation shows strong
traces of Babylonian influence and yet not destroy the in-
dependence of the origin of the Israelite law. ’’That any
Israelite code shows marked differences from the Code of
Hammurabi is enough to show an independent origin. The ab-
sence of any difference would show complete dependence. The
coexisting likenesses and differences argue for an indepen-
dent recension of ancient custom influenced by Babylonian
law.”^
It was the object of the immediately preceding chapter
to point out the likenesses and it is the object of this
chapter to point out the differences.
3 Hastings, BOB, 611.612.
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As we have already noted, Earamurabi pictured himself at
the top of the pillar on which these laws are written as
receiving them from the sun-god. The Bible tells us that
laoses received the laws from Jahweh. However, right there
the similarity ends. The attitude of the two documents is
different. Hammurabi, in spite of the picture, "takes credit,
both in the prologue and in the epilogue of his code, for the
laws. He, not Shamash, established justice in the land.
Moses, on the other hand, was only the instrument; the legis-
lation stands as that of Jehovah himself.
This difference of stress appears also within the content^
of the two codes. The Book of the Covenant contains some
ritual regulations and purely religious laws, while the Code
of Hammurabi is purely civil.
As has been hinted many times before, the Code of Ham-
murabi is adapted to the land of the rivers and to a highly
civilized commercial people, while the Covenant Code is in-
tended for a dry land such as Palestine, "and for an agri-
cultural community that was at .a far less advanced stage of
commercial and social development."^
There are two hundred and eighty-two laws in the Code of
Hammurabi, and only fifty in the Covenant Code. "There is
hardly a case of verbal agreement and seldom do two conse-
4 Barton, AB, 404
5 Ibid, 405.
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cutive laws in Hammurabi appear in the same relation in the
Hebrew."^ From this rapid survey of the general differences
between the codes we can agree with J. M. ?. Smith, ’’It is
at once evident, therefore, that if the makers of the Cove-
nant Code did make use of the Code of Hammurabi, they did not
take it over as a whole, but merely made selections from it
7
of such laws as met their needs.”
At an earlier point in the paper we spoke of the striking
similarity of the terminology of the two codes. At that time
we made the suggestion that such similarity was a factor in
determining the connection of the codes. However, here we
must remark that common terminology is not necessarily a mark
of dependence, "Some of the likenesses between the Hebrew
Code and the Babylonian, as likewise the Syrian, are to be
accounted for by the fact that all three are written in
Semitic languages, and under such circumstances likenesses in
terminology are bound to occur. The likenesses betv/een Heb-
rew and Babylonian Codes in this respect are not frequent
Q
enough to suggest much in the way of dependence.”
In the Code of Hammurabi we find twenty-one laws con-
cerning slaves, as compared with fourteen laws in the Covenant
6 Waterman, ?L3C, 51.
7 Smith, OEHL, 17-18.
8 Meek, HO, 54-55.
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Code. "The most striking differenee between these is that the
Hebrew law calls for six years service from the male slave,
letting him go free in the seventh year, while Hammurabi frees
the male and female slave alike and after only three years
service."^ Picodus 21:7 states plainly: "And if a man sell
his daughter to be a maid servant, she shall not go out as
the men-servants do.” In contrast to this is the release of
the daughter after three years as stated in CH 117: "If an
obligation of a man mature and he give his wife, his son, or
his daughter, or bind them over to service, for three years
they shall work in the house of their purchaser or master;
in the fourth year their freedom shall be given them."
There have been many attempts to explain away the two
differences mentioned above and it might be well to consider
them briefly. The difference in the length of service de-
manded by the two codes is most logically solved by pointing
out that the economic standard, and therefore the scale of
wages for service, was higher in Hammurabi’s time than in
Canaan when the Hebrew law was written. It is interesting to
note that the later law found in Deuteronomy 15:12-18 rea-
lized that the Hebrew law was twice as severe as an old
standard when it says: "for to the double of a hire of a
hireling hath he served thee six years." ’/That old standard
^ Smith, OHHL, 19.
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is more logical than the Code of Hammurabi in which the term
is set at three years? The difference as to ruling for
daughters is explained in two common sense ways. Firstly, it
has been pointed out by some scholars that the difference in
the length of service required would alter the situation.
The Hebrew maid-servant after serving her six years would quit
likely have passed the age at which she would have been most
suitable for marriage. In addition, she would come out of
bondage without a dowry, which also would reduce her oppor-
tunities. To have released a girl after six years would in
many cases have thrown her on the streets. The Babylonian
maid-servant was not faced with this problem after only three
years of service. Secondly, the Hebrew Code takes for
granted that the maid-servant automatically became a consort
or secondary v/ife of her master; the Babylonian law does not
take this for granted, but that the female slaves were treated
frequently as concubines is clear from some of Hammurabi’s
laws v/hich provide for maidservants v»?ith children, (119, 137,
144, 145, 146, 170, 171).^*^
According to Ihcodus 81 i8 no female maid-servant (con-
cubine) may be sold to a foreign people. In the Babylonian
code, however, there is an added stipulation or two; CH 147
10 Smith, OEHI, 80-81
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allows her sale by her mistress; ’’If she have not borne
children, her mistress may sell her for money.'’ There is
another implication that a maid-servant might be sold be-
cause GH 119 implies that she has been sold and must be
bought back: "If an obligation of a man mature and he sell
for silver his maid-servant who has borne him children, the
owner of the maidservant (i.e. the man in debt) shall repay
the money which the merchant paid, and he shall redeem his
maidservant .
”
Exodus 21;13 tells us that an asylum will be given where-
to a man who has unintentionally killed another man may flee.
In contrast to this the Code of Hammurabi simply states that
the man swear "I did not strike him intentionally" and pay a
suitable fine (207-208).
"And he that smiteth his father, or his mother, shall be
surely put to death," (Ex. 21:15) differs in two ways from
CH 195: "If a man strike his father, they shall cut off his
hand." As Smith says: "This reveals a greater regard for
the mother in Hebrew law than in Babylonian, but on the other
hand a more drastic and inconsiderate punishment of the son."^'
The Hebrew lawgiver gives a slave his freedom as compen-
sation for a tooth which his master may knock out (Ex. 21:27)
11 Smith, OHHL, 22-23.

There is no exact parallel law, hut one that differs slightly,
GH 199, states: "If he destroy the eye of a man’s slave or
break a bone of a man’s slave, he shall pay one-half his
price." The difference here is again two-fold. In the first
place, it is not the master of the slave that does the knock-
ing out of the tooth, but rather a man knocking out the tooth
of someone else’s property. In the second place, the slave
receives no recompense for his discomfort, but his master
(supposedly) receives property damages.
He have already shown the close parallelism between
?]xodus 21:28-32 and GH 250-252. However the passages are not
in identical agreement on one thing and that is the penalties
to be inflicted upon the ox that gores and its master. The
Gode of Hammurabi inflicts fines upon the owner, the amount
of the fine to vary according to the social standard of the
one gored. In the Hebrew Gode, however, under the same cir-
cumstances the owner of the ox must be put to death if his
ox has been wont to gore. There are two exceptions to this
rule: (1) "if there be laid on him a ransom, then he shall
give for the redemption of his life whatsoever is laid upon
him" (Ex. 21:30), and (2) "if the ox gore a man-servant or
a maid-servant, there shall be given unto their master thirty
shekels of silver and the ox shall be stoned.” Ve may say
y
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that the Eeorew Code differs from the Code of Hammurabi at
this point in demanding blood revenge in some form even if
it is but the blood of the ox.
Closely parallel and yet different are Exodus 22:1-4 and
CE 8. According to the Hebrew law if a man steals an ox or a
sheep, and kill or sell it, he must pay five oxen for an ox
and four sheep for a sheep (Ex. 22 ;1). If the thief '’have
nothing, then he shall be sold for his theft” (22 :3b). How-
ever, in the event that the theft is found alive in his pos-
session ”he shall pay double” (22:4b). Contrast with this,
if you will, GH 8: ”If a man steal an ox or sheep, ass or
pig, or boat, if it belonged to god or palace, he shall pay
thirty fold; if it belonged to a common man, he shall restore
tenfold. If the thief have nothing wherewith to pay, he shall
be put to death.”
"General cases of lost or stolen property are treated
at length in CH 9-13, but with extreme brevity in the cor-
responding law in BG, Exodus 22:9.”^^
Earlier in the paper we have shown the likeness of
Exodus 22:10-13 and GH 263-267. There is one difference, how
ever, when we study 22:13 in comparison with CH 266. It is
quite evident that the Hebrew lawgiver speaks of the entrusted
Cook, lOM, 270.
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animal being attacked by a lion when he says: ’’If it be
torn in pieces, let him bring it for witness; he shall not
make good that which is torn.’^ On the other hand, the Baby-
lonian Code states that '^the shepherd shall show himself
innocent before Ood” and demands no restitution, nor must he
present any torn pieces.
'’If thou lend money to any of ray people with thee that
is poor, thou shalt not be to him as a creditor; neither shal
ye lay upon him interest” fEx. 2E:25). In contrast to this
ruling against the collection of interest we find the fre-
quently repeated phrase ”he shall return the loan and its
interest,” ”for the loan and its interest” in many places in
the Babylonian Code, especially CH 49, 50, 51, etc. Is Meek
says: ”V/here the Babylonian law definitely legislated for
interest, the Hebrew Code even more definitely prohibited
it. ”12
It might be well in closing the chapter to make a few
statements about the general relation of the contents of the
codes. Eirst of all the Hebrew legislation presupposes a
poorer community. It provides that the land shall be fallow
at certain times and whatever it produces at that time shall
belong to the poor (Ex, 23:10, 11), The Code of the rich
13
Meek, HO, 70
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Babylonians made no such provisions for the poor. The treat-
ment of the thief is less severe in the Hebrew Code than in
the Babylonian law, except perhaps in the case of the noctur-
nal burglar. Hot only did the Covenant Code enact a more
severe penalty against a son who struck his parent than did
the Code of Hammurabi, but the Hebrew law also enacted the
same penalty for the son who cursed his parents. On the
whole, however, women stood on a higher plane in Babylon than
in Canaan. The Code of Hammurabi was much more favourable to
widows than the Covenant Code and in Babylonia a daughter had
the right of inheritance.
Many of these differences can be explained very logically
by taking into account the difference of culture of the two.
It is also these very differences that allov/ us to consider
the Covenant Code as independent, in a sense, of the Hammu-
rabi Code. Perhaps one of the best statements of this inde-
pendence, though related indirectly, is made by J. M. Powis
Smith: ’’Not that the Covenant Code was in any sense a mere
slavish copy of the Code of Hammurabi. This is at once evi-
dent when it is noted hov/ much material in the Code of Ham-
murabi does not appear at all in the Covenant Code. The
makers of the Covenant Code made an eclectic use of the Code
of Hammurabi. They selected from it such laws as they needed
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and could use effectively. They modified them to suit the
situation in their own day and among their own people. In
course of time thej?’ supplemented them with religious and
philanthropic principles and practices of their own. tt14
14 Smith, OHHI, 35
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CHAPTER VI
GOHCLUSIOH
Our study must surely have brought us to the conclusion
that in the third millenium before Christ, Babylonia had a
much more detailed code of laws than Israel ever developed.
Despite this lack of detail on the part of the Covenant Code
and the much more limited scope of this Code in comparison
with the Code of Plammurabi, we have seen that at least one
third of the laws within the Hebrew Code do find parallel
laws in the Babylonian Code and that even more of the laws
are built on the same basic principles as those used in the
Hammurabi Code. ’.7e have frankly admitted that these par-
allels are not exact in all cases and that they do contain
certain variations. However, we also maintain that there
are none of these variations within the parallels that can
not be naturally accounted for by the differing cultural
and social conditions of Palestine in comparison with those
of Babylonia.^
The evidence is so great for some relationship between
the two Codes that we are not worried any longer with es-
tablishing a relationship but rather telling what the re-
lationship is. We have tried to explain the nature of this
1 Waterman, PLBC
,
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relationship in many ways but always we have come back to the
same point : there must have been some borrowing from a
Canaanite Code that in turn had been influenced by the Baby-
lonian Code. In like manner, we have always had to admit that
so far as we know there is no Canaanite Code in existence
that can enable us to Qhov^ the inevitable influence that it
received from the Hammurabi Code and later imparted to the
Covenant Code. This Canaanite Code is the '^missing link,”
so to speak. It has been at this point that the scholars
have differed and by either affirming or denying the existence
of the Canaanite link have either established a close rela-
tionship between the Code of Hammurabi and the Covenant Code
or have claimed no relationship other than a common Semitic
background.
S. A. Cook, as exponent for the opposition, frankly
2
urges the adoption of the latter view. He points out that
”had Babylonia’s influence over Canaan been at all powerful
before the entrance of the Israelites, or even during the
reigns of David and Solomon, we should have expected to find
the clearest traces of the Code in the earliest literature.
Such, however, is not the case.”^
This argument seems to be repudiated by three points
that our study has made clear: (l) Palestine was under
2 Cook, LOM, 284.
3 Ibid, 279.
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Babylonian influence both before and after the entrance of
the Israelites; (2) we know that the religious syncretism
of the Ganaanite and Israelite religion v/as comparatively
late and by analogy vje set the legal syncretism late; (3)
the late date is also maintained by Dr, Pfeiffer’s placing
of the addition of the ancient civil laws into its present
context at 450 B. C. These points are so important that
perhaps it may be well briefly to restate each argument.
1. Robinson says: ’’But we know that in Tel-el-.lmarna
times fc 1400 8.C.), Palestine was so dominated by Babylonian
influence that the Babylonian language was used for corres-
pondence not only with Rgypt, its titular governor, but even
by local chiefs amongst themselves. It is probable therefore
that Ganaanite law was greatly influenced by Babylonian cus-
4
toms such as are reflected in the Gode of Hammurabi.'’
2. According to Dr. Leslie’s Old Testament Religion
,
the Ganaanite religion and Mount Horeb-Sinai religion did not
find a syncretism and synthesism until about the time of
Deutero-Isaiah, Is it too great a supposition to believe
that, in like manner, the combination of the Ganaanite laws,
which had been influenced by the Babylonian Gode, and the
laws that the Israelites had brought with them would find
its first literary expression as a synthesis at about the
^ Robinson, OTMM, 171.
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same date as the religions synthesis?
3. This late literary expression of the ancient law
finds proof in Dr. Pfeiffer’s statement quoted above: ’’The
final edition of the Booh of the Covenant can be dated roughly
about 450 B. C. Its chief interest lies in the addition of
the ancient code of civil legislation (El: 2-28:16) with the
introduction 21:1 and the supplement (22:17-19)."^
The first argument definitely states that Babylonia’s
influence on Canaan was felt and the second and third argu-
ments together give a logical explanation of why the legal
influence was not found in the earlier literature. In hope,
therefore, that someday the missing link, the Canaanite
Code, will be unearthed and settle the question, this study
concludes that such a link exists and that it will show that
Babylonia did influence Canaanite law, at least through the
’’oral exchange of ordinary life.” The study must also
conclude that this Canaanite Code was the basis upon which
the Israelites built their formal law codes.
Therefore, we must conclude that the Code of Eammurabi,
through the medium of Canaanite law, was in an indirect
manner used in the formation of the Covenant Code,
f Pfeiffer, TBC , 106.
° Bertholet, HOHC, 51
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DIGEST
The purpose of the thesis is to determine what relation
exists between the Code of Hammurabi and the Covenant Code.
The Code of Hammurabi was made known to us through the
uncovering at Susa in December 1901-January 1902 of a black
diorite stela containing the laws of the king of Babylonia
around the year two thousand B. C. This great king is known
to scholars as Hammurabi or Hammurapi. The existence of such
a code of laws had been foretold by two scholars prior to its
unearthing.
Hammurabi was perhaps the greatest king that .-incient
Babylonia ever had. Not only did he formulate this great
code of laws but he also sponsored many reformations and in-
ternal constructions during his reign. So well was his
greatness known throughout the ancient world that the Heb-
rews desired to trace their origin to his reign by making
Abraham one of his contemporaries. One of the features of
greatness of this king was that he always improved and built
upon the existing customs and organizations of his day. In
the formulation of his code of laws, we have definite proof
that he made free use of the old laws and customs, many of
which the Semites had taken over from the Sumerians upon
conouering them.
The Code naturally groups itself under the tv/o heads of
laws governing property and those governing persons. Despite
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the fact that the code is decidedly advanced for its day, the
reader is at once struck with the severity of punishments
which speak of a carry-over from more primitive days. Anothei
feature of interest is the division of the society into three
orders, slave, commoner and noble and the difference of re-
sponsibility and value of each. Of course, we must realize
that although this code was well advanced for its day that it
is not complete in the same sense as some of the law codes of
this day.
In the next chapter our study is directed to the Cove-
nant Code. 'Ne follow the scholars of the day in believing
that this passage was not written by Moses but was the com-
pilation of many writers and did not find its present form
until post-exilic days, probably around the year 450 B.C.
The code is divided into its two parts: first, the ’’words"
covering the ordering of worship and, second, the "judgments"
which give the civil laws. The code, in its form analysis,
follows the ancient pentad arrangement. The punishments of
this code, also, follow the old law of blood revenge and the
lex Talionis is the guiding principle. Drawing from the
analogy of the religious syncretism, we are of the opinion
that it is extremely likely that this Code of the Israelites
was to a great extent influenced by the Canaanite law of the
country in which the Israelites settled.
The purpose of the fourth chapter is to point out the
similarities of the two codes. First of all we note that
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the two codes were both written in the form of pentads and
that there is at least one law in each pentad of the Cove-
nant Code that finds a direct parallel in the Code of Ham-
murabi, Secondly, we find that both codes were essentially
the common law of their day; that this common law was founded
in religion; and that each was the work of great personali-
ties. Thirdly, there is a certain amount of likeness in the
legal formulation and the terminology at times shows close
parallels. Fourthly, our study reveals that there are fif-
teen laws at least within the Covenant Code that have par-
allel laws in the Code of Hammurabi and that these parallels
are in some cases exact in their likeness while in others
there is a slight variation that may be accounted for by
the difference of culture.
The next logical problem is to explain the reason for
these likenesses. There is a slight possibility that some
knowledge of these laws v/as carried into Canaan by Abraham
in his migration from the Ur of the Chaldees. There is a
much greater possibility that Babylonia influenced the laws
of the Canaanites during her long domination of Palestine,
Also, we must take into consideration the fact that both
Hammurabi and the Hebrews came of a common family, the
Semites, and there is a possibility that herein lies the
cause of the likeness of the codes. Hor may we forget that
many of these parallel passages are of subject matter such
as every civilization has found it necessary to legislate
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upon in much the same manner. The most logical answer to the
problem seems to be that there was indirect borrowing, most
likely through the Canaanites.
The task of the fifth chapter is to point out that,
although there was indirect borrowing by the Covenant Code
from the Hammurabi Code, the Covenant Code was an indepen-
dent piece of work. The method pursued in so doing is to
point out the obvious differences between legislation on the
same subject. To begin with, the codes are of greatly dif-
ferent lengths and the laws do not follow the same general
order, nor is the likeness of terminology great enough to
suggest much in the way of dependence. Internally the two
codes differ in many ways. The main difference in the slave
laws was that Babylonia required only three years service
while Israel required six years. Many of the passages which
we found to be parallel in the last chapter also have dif-
ferences when closely studied. Of course, there are some
exact opposites as to law; for instance the Babylonians had
set interest-gathering rules while the Israelites forbade
the taking of interest. However for the most part the dif-
ferences can be explained away by taking into account the
differences of culture. The summation of the chapter seems
to be that the Hebrews made an eclectic use of the material
of the Code of Hammurabi and altered it to fit their day
and need.
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The object of the conclusion is to establish the true
relation of the Code of Hammurabi to the Covenant Code.
Time and again our study has pointed to the possible exis-
tence of a set of Canaanite Laws that were influenced by the
Hammurabi Code and which in turn influenced the Hebrew law-
givers. Therefore we conclude that the Code of Hammurabi
was an indirect influence in the formation of the Covenant
Code
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